Susan Colby Colgate Scholars' Symposium

Senior Art Portfolios - Gordon Hall, Sawyer Fine Arts Center
   Angela Bull
   Casey Nearing
   Kristin Koslowski
   Allison Pyles
   Peter Mailloux

Communication Studies Capstone Projects and Presentations - Room 201 Ivey Science Center
   ▪ Title: Enhancing the Quality of Life: A Look at the Lake Sunapee VNA’s Hospice Program
     Kayla Tully
   ▪ Title: Academic Development Center Information Kit
     Abigail Roach
   ▪ Title: The Laramie Project
     Jaime Marcus
   ▪ Title: Adios Barbie
     Marthé Fidler
   ▪ Title: Critter Chronicle
     Jay Dapprich

Exercise and Sport Sciences Capstone Projects - Dan and Kathleen Hogan Sports Center
   ▪ Title: What drives Colby-Sawyer College Students to attend Major/Professional Sporting Events?
     Gregory Genest
     Matthew Haverman-Payne
     Mark McKinnon
     Shawn Fleisner
   ▪ Title: The Individual, Family Status and Sport Choice
     Anne Coulter
     Ashley Lorance
   ▪ Title: Interrater Reliability of Exercise Science Students performing a Body Composition Analysis
     Emily Holt
     Allison Locke
   ▪ Title: Academic Performance of Student-Athletes and Non-Athletes attending Colby-Sawyer College Currently and During the Previous Four Years
     Amy Tarte
     Adam Perron
     Andrew St. Clair
   ▪ Title: Class Standing and Community Involvement of Athletes versus Non-Athletes in a Private High School Setting
     Tricia Austin
     Andrea Lee
     Pearson Neal
   ▪ Title: The Relationship between Female Body-Esteem and Sport Participation, Major Selection, and Graduation Year
     Matthew Voss
   ▪ Title: Coaching Expectancy and Athletic Responses: In Terms of Performance and Attitudes
     Justin Holshuh
Scott Butterworth
- Title: The Effects of Life Event Stress on Division III Athletes
  Joseph Albiston
  Travis Jalbert
  Jordan Bernard

Joseph Albiston
- Title: The Effects of a Dry-land Resistance Training Program on Swimmers’ Performance Times and Horizontal Propulsion Strength
  Lisa Woodbury
  Kara Bordeau
  Signe Linville
  Margaret Ross

- Title: Parental Nutritional Knowledge and Children’s Eating Habits
  Gretchen Ritchie
  Kate Abbatangelo
  Carolyn Wilson

- Title: The Effects of Sport Specific Training on Resting Metabolic Rate
  Matthew Thorne
  Alyssa LaBelle
  Kristen Sorensen

- Title: Motivational Factors for Attendance in Minor League Baseball by Industry Executives
  Jaron Foster
  Stephen McMahon
  Andrew Richardson
  Anthony Giacomini

History, Society and Culture Capstone Projects - Cleveland, Colby, Colgate Archives
- Title: Maine Indian-Tribal Traditions - Past to Present
  Jason Hartwell

- Title: The Journey through the Upper Kennebec Valley: A Soldier’s Experiences during Arnold’s March to Quebec
  Luke Hartwell

- Title: A Return to Civil Society: The Changing Role of the Roman Catholic Church in Poland
  Brian Skoczenski

- Title: Amish: Homespun Entrepreneurs
  Eileen Kernan

- Title: Media: Its Uses in Revolutionary Times
  Ethan Wright

- Title: Private-Religious versus Public Schools
  Tyler Putnam

Nursing Capstone Projects and Undergraduate Student Work - Wheeler Hall, Ware Campus Center

Capstones
- Title: Community Assessment and Intervention: Adult Day Out Program
  Lauren Snyder

- Title: Community Assessment and Intervention: Promoting Health Programs at a Critical Access Hospital
  Jennifer Holl

NUS 336: Healthcare Research and Policy
- Title: The Effect of Nurses’ Attitudes on the Care of Adult Critically Ill Obese Patients: A Literature Review
Odalie Bernash  
Title: Gender Bias in the Diagnosis of Heart Disease: A Literature Review  
Allison Rosmus  
Title: Causes of Nosocomial Pneumonia in Hospitalized Patients: A Literature Review  
Adrienne Robbins  
Title: The Influence of Maternal Obesity of Pregnancy Health Risks: A Literature Review  
Amy Richards  
Title: The Influence of Socioeconomic Status on Health Service Utilization of AIDS Victims: A Literature Review  
Mariana Norby  
Title: Comparing Treatments of Venous Ulcers: A Literature Review  
Holly Latulip  
Title: Side Effects of Epidurals for Women in Vaginal Delivery: A Literature Review  
Catarina Hinohosa  
Title: The Effectiveness of Acupressure and/or Acupuncture on Pain Management during Labor and Delivery for Women having Vaginal Birth: A Literature Review  
Claudia Kochava S. Duschenes  
Title: Nursing Interventions Supporting Life Management Skills in Adolescents with Cancer: A Literature Review  
Annaelese R. Brown  
Title: Cimicifuga Racemosa for the Treatment of Hot Flashes in Women Surviving Breast Cancer: A Literature Review  
Megan Block  
Title: Use of Complementary and Alternative Medicine to Relieve Cancer Pain: A Literature Review  
Karen Ibbitson  
Title: Treatment of Menstrual Migraines: A Literature Review  
Devon Clougherty  
Title: Relationship between Breastfeeding and Obesity: A Literature Review  
Valerie Campbell  
Title: Post-Polio Syndrome: A Literature Review  
Kathryn Brigham  
Title: Factors related to Needle Stick Injuries in Nurses: A Literature Review  
Brandi Boilard  
Title: Factors affecting Birth Experience Outcomes: A Literature Review  
Kathryn Birdsey  
Title: Effectiveness of Pressure Ulcer Prevention in the Elderly: A Literature Review  
Falon McGuire  
Title: Best Methods of Umbilical Cord Care: A Literature Review  
Colleen LaPorte  
Title: Is there a link between Thimersosal and Autism? A Literature Review  
Elizabeth Knights  
Title: Depo-Povera and Bone Density: A Literature Review  
Tracy Panunzio  
Title: Yoga as a Treatment for Anxiety: A Literature Review  
Venkata Kupa  
Title: Patient-Controlled Analgesia in the Pediatric Population: A Literature Review  
Sarah Taylor  
Title: Verbal Fluency after Pallidotomy in Parkinson’s Disease Patients: A Literature Review  
Paula Spanos  
Title: Nurse-to-Patient Ratios: Do the benefits outweigh the risks? A Literature Review  
Gregory Perchik
• Title: Effects of Sexual Education on Teenage Pregnancy: A Literature Review  
  Katelyn Sheaff
• Title: Breast Augmentation and Implant Rupture: A Literature Review  
  Megan Martin
• Title: Influences to Bottle Feed: A Literature Review  
  Laura Sawyer

Pathway Projects - Seeing the Light: From Faith to Photon - Room 202 Ivey Science Center
• Title: Timeline of Photograph  
  Gary Porter
• Title: Anamorphic Art  
  Mallary Blair
• Title: Walt Whitman: Use of Light and Acknowledgement of Scientific Advancement  
  Mary Emilio
• Title: Dramatic Lighting Effects in Painting (Beginning with the Renaissance)  
  Meaghan Pilling
• Title: What would you “see” if your were blind?  
  Meghan Hunt
• Title: Electromagnetic Spectrum  
  Kevin Brisebois
• Title: Light in Special Effects  
  Michael McDonald
• Title: Eyes  
  Chantelle Pelletier
• Title: Low Level Laser Therapy  
  Daniel Gay

Pathway Presentations - Money and the Meaning of Life - Room 215 Colgate Hall
• Title: Amateurism in Big-Time College Sport: Does it exist?  
  Nathan Trunjellito  
  Christopher Kantargis
• Title: Water Ethics: Privatization and Profit  
  Corbett Tulip
• Title: The Value of a Brand Name  
  Kristen Costello  
  Stephanie Kimball  
  John Bryan
• Title: Dollars and Sense: The Business of Big Money Professional Sports  
  James Daley

Student Teaching Internship Presentations - Alumni Lounge, Ware Campus Center
• Title: Teaching Portfolios: Experiences in the Classroom  
  Mallory Hayes  
  Megan Neth  
  Kathryn Smith  
  Danielle Sweeney  
  James Thorpe
Senior Art Portfolios - Gordon Hall, Sawyer Fine Arts Center
  Trenton Edwards
  Jennifer Millett
  Ellen Grimnes
  Jason Pelletier
  Megan Neth

Biology Undergraduate Student Work - Dan and Kathleen Hogan Sports Center
  • Title: New London River Water Quality
    Lisa Moranski
    Trista Cronin
  • Title: The Effect of Water Quality on Invertibrate Diversity
    Christopher McClellan
    Ashley Wilkinson
    Lorenzo Baker
  • Title: Birds and Fruit
    Lauren Anthony
    Jessica Dorgai
    Christopher Ponte
  • Title: The Effect of Location on Bird Feeding Habits
    Jessica Ambrose
    Lindsay Kleeman
    Barry Lewis
  • Title: Rodent Density and Location at Colby-Sawyer
    Daniel Mahoney
    Robert Silva
    Jaclyn Esposito
  • Title: Self Thinning Among Plant Species
    Brittany Butterworth
    Vivienne Brand
    Brent Clark
  • Title: Internship Presentation: Water quality Testing with the LSPA
    James Kovach

Communication Studies Capstone Projects and Presentations - Room 201 Ivey Science Center
  • Title: Make-A-Wish
    Jaime Cone
  • Presentation by Allison Stacey
  • Title: Publicity Package for HOPE
    Joseph Sampson
  • Title: Informational News for New International Students
    Saeka Yoshizaki

History, Society and Culture Capstone Projects and Presentations (continued) - Cleveland, Colby, Colgate Archives
  • Title: Holocaust Survivors: Counteracting Social Darwinism
    Kelley Smith-Hull
  • Title: The Importance of the Industrial Revolution in Shaping America
    Rebecca Adams
Honors Projects - Alumni Lounge, Ware Campus Center

- Title: How Documentation and Experiences in the Lab School Inform Teaching Practices: Reflections on a Collaborative Presentation at Columbia University?
  Ashley Blood

Nursing Capstone Projects and Undergraduate Student Work (continued) - Wheeler Hall, Ware Campus Center

Capstones
- Title: Community Assessment and Intervention: Adult Independent Living Community Wellness Center
  Andrea Anderson
- Title: Community Assessment and Intervention: Youth Empowerment in a Rural Community
  Marin Katz

Pathway Projects - Money and the Meaning of Life (continued) - Room 215 Colgate Hall

- Title: Poverty Within the United States
  Daniel Lee Woodman
  Andrew Wadleigh
- Title: The High Price of Oil
  Mason Jagel
- Title: The M.B.A. versus Street Smarts: Can we put a price on experience?
  Christopher Dubay
- Title: Money and Environmental Externalities
  Amanda Lambert

Pathway Projects - Money and the Meaning of Life (continued) - Room 215 Colgate Hall

- Title: Are the costs of the Olympics really worth it?
  Whitney Zreid
  Christopher Catalano
  Lucas Harvey
- Title: Slavery at Home and Abroad
  Robert Silva
  Adrian Azodi
  Ashley Grant

Senior Art Portfolios - Gordon Hall, Sawyer Fine Arts Center

Christopher Houston-Ponchak
Kristen Pobatschnig
Ryan Lavorgna
Julia Costello
Kathryn Smith
Steven Rogers

Biology Capstone Presentations - Room 201 Ivey Science Center

- Title: The Effects of Predation on Decomposition
  James Kovach
- Title: Effects of Non-steroidal Anti-inflammatory Drugs on Canine Kidneys
  Danielle Caisse
- Title: Beech Bark Disease
  Elizabeth Stamm
Child Development Capstone Projects (Education) - Dan and Kathleen Hogan Sports Center

- Title: Pumpkins
  Rebecca Schaffer
- Title: Discovering the World Around Us
  Sarah Blume
- Title: K'nex Big Ball Factory
  Nicole Courtney
- Title: An Out of This World Semester at Windy Hill
  Heather Smith
- Title: Investigating New Hampshire Animals
  Ashley Blood
- Title: Learning of Olympic Proportion
  Sarah LaRosa

Child Development Capstone Projects - Dan and Kathleen Hogan Sports Center

- Title: Hannah House: The "Ghosts" at Hannah House
  Rachel Allen
- Title: Turtle Mountain Childcare: I Saw, I Came, I Conquered: The Challenges of being a Toddler
  Alexandra Marchilena
- Title: Newport Montessori School
  Kathryn Couture
- Title: James House Preschool
  Elizabeth Hill
- Title: Claremont 21C Program
  Julie Smith
- Title: Windy Hill Lab School
  James Giddings
- Title: Proctor Academy Childcare Program
  Alison Lozeau

English Capstone Projects - Cleveland, Colby, Colgate Archives

- Title: Lost (and Found) in Translation: Graphic Novels and Their Movie Counterparts
  Andrew Cutler
- Title: The Architecture of Longing: An Interdisciplinary Look at Winesburg, Ohio, through a Lacanian Lens
  Aimee Parkhurst
- Title: The Literary Triangle, the Death of the Author, and the Canonical Shakespeare
  Caitlin Sousa
- Title: Sex, Drugs, and Violence: Crucial Exposure in Adolescent Literature
  Danielle Sweeney
- Title: What should be load our high school canon with?
  Mallory Hayes
- Title: Middlebrow Literature: The Spoonful of Sugar of a Textual Diet
  Asher Ellis

Honors Projects (continued) - Alumni Lounge, Ware Campus Center

- Title: Modern Technologies and J.R.R. Tolkien's Lord of the Rings
  Kara Watts
  Carly Rademaker
Marc LeBourdais
Angela Eastman
Chad Nussinow
Lindsay Wilfore
Aubrey Thomas
Elizabeth Ryan
Kimberly Walleston
Kerrie Garvey
Ali Morey

**Senior Art Portfolios** - Gordon Hall, Sawyer Fine Arts Center
- Jeffrey Blaszka
- Amanda Houston
- Elisha Morgan
- Travis Soule
- Nadia Markiw

**Biology Capstone Presentations** (continued) - Room 201 Ivey Science Center
- Title: The Effect of Endocrine Disruptors on the successful Breeding of Zebrafish
  Jenna Zaccarino
- Title: Canine Lyme Disease: Is it Treatable?
  Arin Henry
- Title: Bathroom Bacteria
  Kathryn Mills

**English Capstone Projects** - Cleveland, Colby, Colgate Archives
- Title: Holocaust Literature: Making History Accessible to Adolescents
  Rebecca Mello
- Title: A Journey into the Genre of New Journalism
  Joseph Collins
- Title: Faded Wallpaper, Seductive Waves, and Bracelet Manacles: When Women Deviate from Social Norms
  Krystal Heins
- Title: A Deeper Meaning, to the Penis: D. H. Lawrence, Obscenity, and Censorship
  James Georgitis
- Title: The Autobiography through Novel: Jack Kerouac's *Duluoz Legend*
  Virgil Fuller

**Exercise and Sport Sciences Undergraduate Presentations** - Alumni Lounge, Ware Campus Center
- Title: Creating and Administrating a Sport Business: A Multi-course Applied Project Presentation
  Rachel Pierson
  Tyler Birnbaum
  Anthony Giacomini
  Katherine Davis
  Matthew Parker
  David Bonin
  Amy Beaton

**Psychology Capstone Projects** - Dan and Kathleen Hogan Sports Center
- Title: Link between memory and olfactory stimulation at the presentation of information to be memorized
Chad Nussinow  
- Title: Using Dogs to Lower Blood Pressure  
  Sarah Blaisdell  
- Title: Physiological Responses to Viewing Real Images of Mental Illness  
  Dorothy McGuire  
- Title: Parental Involvement with Middle School Alternative Education Children and Academic Performance  
  Charles Mayer  
- Title: Attraction in Cross-sex Friendships  
  Rebecca Boardman  
- Title: Adolescent Eyewitness Suggestibility and Accuracy  
  Allison Fisette  
- Title: The Effectiveness of Concrete versus Abstract Information on Memory  
  Julia May  
- Title: A Case Study of Touching and Rocking of Infants and Their Sleeping Patterns and Temperament  
  Ashley Hemmings Procopio  
- Title: Alcohol Consumption of Collegiate Varsity Athletes and Students Not Participating in Varsity Athletics  
  Sarah Gatling  
- Title: Sexual Attitudes in College Students from First to Last Year  
  Johanna Beck  
- Title: College Women's Self-Acceptance and Depression  
  Meghan Hunt  
- Title: Students and Faculty Responses to a Plagiarism Case  
  Sarah Felton  
- Title: Fear of Dogs  
  Margaret Scampoli  
- Title: Intrinsic and Extrinsic Factors which affect Athlete Motivation  
  Kara Lihl  
- Title: Study of Career Coordinator Personality Compared to Client Personalities and How This Affects Career Coordinator Client Working Relationship  
  Bailey Pape  
- Title: Assumed Characteristics of Women based on Working Status  
  Alison McMahon  
- Title: Incidents of Sexual Assault on a Small Private College Campus  
  Sarah Murray

**Student Teaching Internship Presentations (continued)** - Alumni Lounge, Ware Campus Center  
- Title: Teaching Portfolios: Experiences in the Classroom  
  Jason Hartwell  
  Luke Hartwell  
  Eileen Kernan  
  Tyler Putnam

**Community and Environmental Studies Capstone and Undergraduate Projects** - Ivey Science Center  
- Title: Creating a Long-Term Experiment to Predict Perennial Growth  
  Adam Finkelman  
- Title: Forest Resources at Owl Brook Hunter Education Center  
  Christopher McKee
• Title:  Lake Sunapee Watershed Residents Survey Analysis  
  Kerrie Garvey
• Title:  Woods without Gile Cellar Hole Trail  
  Peter Craven
• Title:  Campus Natural History Narrative  
  Michael Carbone
• Title:  Environmental Factors and Their Impact on the Spread and Severity of Beech Bark Disease  
  Elizabeth Stamm

CES 202: Earth
• Title:  Kelsey Forest - A study in place  
  Joseph Brown  
  Mitchel Cable  
  Anna Clark  
  Daniel Cwirka  
  Sara Wright Devin  
  April-Joy Greene  
  Jessica Hentz  
  Michelle Isner  
  Tyler Judkins  
  Brooks Lord  
  Katharine Managan  
  William McCarthy  
  Kristopher Ramsay  
  Corbett Tulip

CES 250/CES 350/CES 450: Special Topics in Community and Environmental Studies
• James Kovach
• Christopher McKee
• Adam Finkelman
• Michael Carbone
• Peter Craven
• Matt Urban
• Laurel Kenna
• Carly Rademaker

CES 302: Advanced Community and Environmental Studies II
• Title:  Comprehensive Lake Inventory for Pleasant Lake Watershed  
  Steven Hash  
  Laurel Kenna  
  Carly Rademaker  
  Matt Urban

BIO 366/CES 366: Desert Communities
• Title:  
  Amanda Barnett  
  Rose Beranis  
  Anna Clark  
  Kerrie Garvey
Wesson Honors Weekend - Room 201 Ivey Science Center

- Title: Yankees in the Land of Dixie: Race, Region, and Rebellion
  - Christelle Kamaliza
  - Kathryn O'Neil
  - Kristina Stalnaker
  - Samuel Moore
  - Kathleen Corr
  - Chad Nussinow
  - Sarah Howard
  - Jessica Randall

Additional Opportunities to See Student Work

The Business Administration majors in the senior Capstone course gave a series of presentations analyzing and discussing the performance of their teams in the 'Airline Simulation.'